Mannose binding lectin gene deficiency increases susceptibility to traumatic brain injury in mice.
Mannose binding lectin (MBL) initiates complement activation and exacerbates tissue damage after systemic ischemia/reperfusion. We tested the hypothesis that MBL activates complement and worsens outcome using two levels of controlled cortical impact (CCI) in mice. After moderate CCI (0.6 mm depth), MBL immunostaining was detected on injured endothelial cells of wild-type (WT) mice and C3d was detected in MBL KO (deficient in MBL A/C) and WT mice, suggesting that MBL is dispensable for terminal complement activation after CCI. Brain neutrophils, edema, blood-brain barrier permeability, gross histopathology, and motor dysfunction were similar in injured MBL KO and WT mice. In mice subjected to mild CCI (0.2 mm), MBL KO mice had almost two-fold increased acute CA3 cell degeneration at 6 h (P<0.01 versus WT). Naive MBL KO mice had decreased brain volume but performed similar to WT mice in two distinct Morris water maze (MWM) paradigms. However, injured MBL KO mice had impaired performance in cued platform trials (P<0.05 versus WT), suggesting a transient nonspatial learning deficit in injured MBL KO mice. The data suggest that MBL deficiency increases susceptibility to CCI through C3-independent mechanisms and that MBL-deficient patients may be at increased risk of poor outcome after traumatic brain injury.